HOW TO FIND THE EPFL SOLAR ENERGY AND BUILDING PHYSICS LABORATORY (LESO-PB)


**EPFL (public transport):** Metro m2 from Lausanne Railway Station to “Flon” (Lausanne Center), then m1 to EPFL (count approx. 15’ from “Flon” to EPFL and 25’ to 30’ for the whole trip).

**EPFL (by car):** Follow the motorway direction "Lausanne Sud", exit "EPFL". The campus will be signposted on your right after Lausanne University. Parking spaces for visitors are signposted (paying). Spaces marked in green are reserved for holders of an EPFL site card.

The **Solar Energy and Building Physics Lab** is located opposite the EPFL metro station in the LE Building (see map on following page).

Lausanne Metro lines

- m2: Ouchy (lake shore) - Lausanne Railway station (GARE CFF) - Flon (Center) – Croisettes
- m1: Flon (Center) – EPFL – Renens Railway station

Tickets from Lausanne Railway station to Flon (center): Zone 11
Tickets from Lausanne Railway station or from Flon to EPFL: Zones 11 and 12

**Note:** Lausanne Hotels offer a free city transport card to their guests: please ask at reception.
Plan d’orientation EPFL

Laboratoire d’énergie solaire et de physique du bâtiment (LESO-PB)
Secrétariat: +41 (0)21 693 4545
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